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The model

We have seen in class that regressions become difficult to
understand when estranged from a model of the underlying
phenomenon. Hence, our first step should be to create a model
of the Congressional vote share, expressly incorporating
incumbency advantage.



The model

Let’s use the model:

Vit = Ni + δtIit +Qd
it −Qr

it + γt + εit (1)

where

Vit = Democratic vote share in district i in year t
Ni = Normal Democratic vote in district i
Iit = Incumbency indicator (see next slide)

Qd
it = Quality of the Democratic candidate

Qr
it = Quality of the Republican candidate
γt = National Democratic shock in year t
εit = District-level Democratic shock



The model

Note that the incumbency indicator takes a value of 1 for a
Democratic incumbent, -1 for a Republican incumbent, and 0
for an open seat. The district-level shock is assumed to be a
normal, mean zero random variable.



The model

Selection issues:
Stronger politicians are more likely to win and thus become
incumbents.
Strong incumbents will deter strong challengers.
Weak incumbents do not run for reelection.

Suppose you believe the model. Why is this selection a
problem?



The model

Selection issues:
Stronger politicians are more likely to win and thus become
incumbents.
Strong incumbents will deter strong challengers.
Weak incumbents do not run for reelection.

Suppose you believe the model. Why is this selection a
problem?

If you could measure quality and you believed the model, then
this selection would not be an issue. The lack of quality
measures is what creates the problem—otherwise, you’ve
already modeled the relationship between quality and
incumbency.



The model

We need to get unmeasureables out of our model. Let’s create a
model of quality:

Qd
it −Qr

it =
[
ψd

i − ψr
i

]
+
[
θI
t − θC

t

]
Iit + ηit (2)

where

ψd
i = Quality of an open seat Democratic candidate
ψr

i = Quality of an open seat Republican candidate

θI
t = Quality of an incumbent over an open seat candidate

θC
t = Quality of a challenger over an open seat candidate

Districts have different baseline party qualities (indexed by i),
but they have the same relative qualities of challengers and
incumbents to open seat candidates (which may change over
time).



The model

Combining (1) and (2) (I am assuming here and in (2) that
Levitt and Wolfram have an error in their model and a minus
sign should appear in front of the θC

t term.):

Vit =
[
Ni +

(
ψd

i − ψr
i

)]
+
[
δt +

(
θI
t − θC

t

)]
Iit + γt + [εit + ηit]

η and ε are assumed to be mean zero and uncorrelated with
each other and all other variables.



The model

Note the implication: Shocks to candidate quality are
independent of the district-level shock and the national party
swing.



The model

Note the implication: Shocks to candidate quality are
independent of the district-level shock and the national party
swing.

Incumbents and challengers are permitted to be on average
different from open seat candidates, but shocks to quality and
vote share cannot be correlated.



Simple panel estimation

We can estimate this equation simply: Regress the vote share
on a district fixed effect, an incumbency dummy, and a time
fixed effect:

Vit =
[
Ni +

(
ψd

i − ψr
i

)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

District fixed effect

+
[
δt +

(
θI
t − θC

t

)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Incumbency advantage

Iit + γt︸︷︷︸
Time fixed effect

(3)



Simple panel estimation

Our estimate of the incumbency advantage is:

δt + (θI
t − θC

t ),

which is a direct, personal effect plus a relative quality effect.
This is a party incumbency advantage, but Levitt and Wolfram
want the direct effect only (i.e., δt).



Simple panel estimation

Our estimate of the incumbency advantage is:

δt + (θI
t − θC

t ),

which is a direct, personal effect plus a relative quality effect.
This is a party incumbency advantage, but Levitt and Wolfram
want the direct effect only (i.e., δt).

To do this, we need to control for the quality of the candidates.



Selection model

Sophomore surge analysis controls for the quality of the
incumbent (assuming quality is unchanging over the two
election cycles), but bias the estimate of incumbency advantage
downwards.



Selection model

Let’s create a differenced model from election t to election t+ 1:

∆Vi,t+1 =
[
δt+1 − θC

t+1

]
∆Ii,t+1 + ∆γt+1

+ [(εi,t+1 + ηi,t+1)− (εi,t + ηi,t)]



Selection model

Problem: Sophomore incumbents were likely recipients of
positive shocks in their open seat elections and there is a
“regression toward the mean” bias.
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Problem: Sophomore incumbents were likely recipients of
positive shocks in their open seat elections and there is a
“regression toward the mean” bias.

Econometric translation: Incumbency is correlated with the
error term.



Selection model

Problem: Sophomore incumbents were likely recipients of
positive shocks in their open seat elections and there is a
“regression toward the mean” bias.

Econometric translation: Incumbency is correlated with the
error term.

Solution: Model the selection.



Selection model

We need a model of the expectation of the error term given that
the incumbent won election t:

E[εit + ηit|Vit > 0.5] = E[εit|Vit > 0.5] + E[ηit|Vit > 0.5]

= E

εit|εit > 0.5−
{[
Ni +

(
ψd

i − ψr
i

)]
+ γt

}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Expected Dem vote


= σtλ

(
0.5−

{[
Ni + (ψd

i − ψr
i )
]

+ γt

}
σit

)
≡ σtλ (Ψit)



Selection model

Similarly,

E[εi,t+1 + ηi,t+1|Vit > 0.5] = ρσtλ (Ψit)

Notes: ρ is the serial correlation between district-level shocks
from t to t+ 1, σt is the standard deviation of the district-level
shock, and λ(·) is the inverse Mills ratio (see the notes from the
selection section). All these parameters can be estimated (3).



Selection model

Since the problem is that our error doesn’t have zero mean, we
add and subtract the mean of the error from our equation,
giving another covariate and a mean zero error:

∆Vi,t+1 =
[
δt+1 + θC

t+1

]
∆Ii,t+1 + ∆γt+1

+ [(εi,t+1 + ηi,t+1)− (εi,t + ηi,t)]
+ {[σtλ (Ψit)]− [ρσtλ (Ψit)]} − {[σtλ (Ψit)]− [ρσtλ (Ψit)]}

=
[
δt+1 + θC

t+1

]
∆Ii,t+1 + ∆γt+1 + (1− ρ) [σtλ (Ψit)] + πit

where πit is the full, mean zero error term.



Repeat challengers

We still haven’t isolated δt; this would require holding the
quality of the incumbent and the challenger constant. We can
do this by using repeat challengers. Now our model becomes:

∆Vi,t+1 = δt+1∆Ii,t+1 + ∆γt+1 + [(εi,t+1 + ηi,t+1)− (εi,t + ηi,t)]



Repeat challengers

Do we still have a bias as the sophomore surge estimator?



Repeat challengers

Do we still have a bias as the sophomore surge estimator?

Yes, so we must perform the same selection correction:

∆Vi,t+1 = δt+1∆Ii,t+1 + ∆γt+1 + (1− ρ) [σtλ (Ψit)] + πit



Repeat challengers

Do we still have a bias as the sophomore surge estimator?

Yes, so we must perform the same selection correction:

∆Vi,t+1 = δt+1∆Ii,t+1 + ∆γt+1 + (1− ρ) [σtλ (Ψit)] + πit

Main assumptions: The (perceived) quality of neither candidate
changes from one election to the next and decisions to run are
not correlated with district-level shocks.



Critiques

Critiques:
Still does not account for strategic entry by challengers or
exit by incumbents based upon district-level shocks
(dependence relative to national swings is determined by
the linear model assumption)
“Best” estimate only valid for repeat challengers (a local
effect)
Selection model depends heavily upon normal assumption
of the error terms
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